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ME A ND A L L H O T E LS
URBAN NATURAL CHIC MEETS RUGGED SHIPYARD STYLE IN
JOI-DESIGN’S CONCEPT FOR NEW HOTEL BRAND, ME AND ALL

The welcome table at the Kiel has digital self-check-in and check-out points

For the newest property in Lindner Hotels &
Resorts’ recently launched boutique lifestyle
brand, me and all hotels, interior architect JOIDesign developed a concept of ‘urban natural
chic’ blending nautical influences from its
setting along the inner fjord of Kiel, Germany,
with industrial elements from the docks and
nearby train station.
The uncomplicated hospitality of the hotel
is designed to instil guests and locals with a
sense of ease. Careful to avoid kitsch, the studio
selected casual maritime accents that cleverly
reference me and all Kiel’s proximity to the
water and the port, while steel and concrete
elements allude to the rough character of a
shipyard. Natural materials and references to
nature go hand-in-hand to create a relaxed,
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down-to-earth atmosphere.
A special-yet-challenging scenario: all the public
area amenities expected in a 3- to 4-star hotel
coexist within the hotel’s open-plan layout at
street level. Ensuring guests’ comfort from the
moment of arrival was essential. JOI-Design’s
solution uses visual cues and varying floor heights
to distinguish each zone and create a natural
spatial flow that intuitively guides visitors.
OPEN AND UNCONVENTIONAL
A bespoke installation of illuminated, elaborately
entwined copper pipes immediately catches the
eye upon entry into the hotel. Set against an inky
black, matte-finish wall, the contrast creates a
smart, contemporary vibe with a cosy glow. This
warm and modern welcome sets the stage with
individual touches reflective of the locale.

The open lobby’s ambience, palette and furniture
were designed to instil an immediate sense of
security, whatever time of day. Authentic natural
materials such as real timber floors and wall
cladding made from recycled wood accompany
concrete finishes, joining forces to create a strong
character. Rough-hewn accents inspired by the
nearby shipyards are softened by numerous
plants, flattering light fixtures and smooth, highquality leather upholstery.
JOI-Design tailored me and all Kiel’s interiors to
attract a dynamic, young-spirited market. Modernity
is integrated through innovative and unobtrusive
technologies. For example, the welcome ‘table’
with digital self-check-in and check-out points
lessens guests’ waiting times. Its off-centre
positioning minimises a potential sense of formality
in the lobby, while the ‘workbench’ style helps it
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blend naturally with the easy-going environment.
Across the public areas, the assorted nooks with
their varied floor heights strengthens the overall
impression of cosiness and protection from
passers-by outside. Zoning distinguishes the
entrance lobby and brings intimacy to its lounge.
Lush greenery becomes a room divider that
gives guests a degree of privacy and increased
relaxation as they unwind in cushy, generously
sized, cognac leather armchairs. Elevated
platforms along the perimeter are dotted with
sofas and round ‘chill-out’ chairs suspended from
the ceiling. Light-hearted maritime flair - not the
predictable kitsch - sparks smiles when noticed
upon second glance, for example, a gigantic,
orange-coloured metal crab crawling out of a
flower pot.
ALL CUES POINT TOWARDS COMMUNITY!
The large pool table offers guests and locals
an unusual way to network amidst the assorted
alcoves kitted out for co-working. Whether it’s a
community table or a comfortable sofa, there’s
something for all city dwellers and business
travellers. Laptops are never without power
thanks to special socket systems in different
configurations, whether hanging from the ceiling
or embedded in the floor.
The bar on the far side of the lobby has the
WOW effect! Lightbulbs spelling out ‘WOW’ draw
attention from a distance and inject a spirit of fun.
It’s the perfect place to enjoy highballs and local
craft beers, while Kieler Aloha Dogs, together
with grillyidol, serve the city’s hippest burgers and
hotdogs. Snug banquettes, hanging woven chairs,
and latticed wall lamps exude a stress-free air – a
bit like chilling out inside a ship.
In the evening, the bar becomes an ideal hotspot
for both hotel guests and locals thanks to the
energetic mood created by a mobile DJ station, a
glittering disco ball and neon-light script scrawled
across the wall.
Directly behind the WOW bar, and visible only
upon second glance, is a stylish library that
doubles as the smokers’ lounge. It’s truly laidback
here. Concrete cladding and genuine timber
emphasise the décor’s mix of modernity with
‘urban natural chic’, while the fireplace flickers
with warmth.
URBAN GARDENING
The centre of the lobby reveals a surprising
attraction: a ‘pop-up’ greenhouse connected to
the kitchen for the breakfast buffet as well as
refreshments between conference sessions.
Constructed from unstained timber and metal
reminiscent of a shipyard, the structure easily
folds away when space needs to be increased
for events in the active areas. The open-ended
conservatory forms a bridge between the lobby
and two boardrooms measuring 32 and 67 square
metres apiece. The meeting rooms implement
the latest conference and communication
technologies and are ideal for brainstorming
sessions, seminars, and workshops. To lighten
the mood, a game of ping-pong can even
be played using the multifunctional top of a
conference table.
HUSTLE FOR THAT MUSCLE
Another real highlight of the me and all Kiel: its
fitness and wellness oasis. Directly connected to
the lobby area via a separate entrance, the gym
features huge window façades that look onto

Authentic natural materials such as real timber floors and wall
cladding made from recycled wood accompany concrete finishes

Kiel’s interiors attract a dynamic, young-spirited market
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Kiel’s inner fjord - inspiration for guests pounding
the punching bag and working out on the latest
cardio-training equipment. The wellness area’s
sauna and relaxation rooms offer a complete
immersion into the tranquillity of the sea, places
to take a deep breath and escape city life while
contemplating the quiet design details. Warm
light, green foliage, comfy beanbag chairs, and a
calming palette in earthy tones create the right
atmosphere for recovery and rejuvenation.
COSY AND CASUAL
With their dark, moody atmosphere and
illumination fashioned from industrial ship lights,
the corridors suggest being under the spell of
a ship at sea. The 164-key hotel features 58

superior and 106 standard rooms designed
in the spirit of a maritime shipyard using raw,
Nordic-inspired materials in their pure forms, for
example timber planks, black ironmongery, OSB
chipboard and bare concrete walls. Ropes with
cleats become clothes hooks, while a diver motif
on the wall next to the bed stimulates dreams
and a seawater blue-coloured sink complete the
nautical ambience. Built-in windows seats offer a
quiet perch to take in the buzz from the Kiel fjords
and harbour beyond.

www.JOI-Design.com
All photography by Christian Kretschmar.

A bespoke installation of illuminated and elaborately entwined copper pipes
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PROJECT TEAM
Interior architect: JOI- Design,
senior interior designer, Hannah Loch
Developer: Hanseatic Group,
project leader, René Sambale
Operator: me and all hotels GmbH,
general manager, Lina Wolf;
by Lindner Group, Otto Lindner
Architect /draught: concept: AZ- Architekten:
Axel Zimmermann;
execution: DÄLKEN Ingenieurgesellschaft mbH
Project manager: Hanseatic Group,
project leader, René Sambale
Interior fit-out / guestrooms and public areas:
Oertel Möbelwerkstätten GmbH & Co. KG, Sven Kosch
Building service equipment planner: J. Zumsande GmbH
Electrical planner: J. Zumsande GmbH
Lighting planner: Die Lichtberater, Michael Feller

Lightbulbs spelling out ‘WOW’ draw attention from a distance and inject a spirit of fun

The stylish library that doubles as the smokers’ lounge

The large pool table offers guests and locals an unusual way to
network amidst the assorted alcoves kitted out for co-working
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